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On one side of Rachel Dickhoff's car.
the sky was a deep black, on the other. it
was blue • not even a cloud disrupted the
color.
Dickhoff, freshman from Aquebogue,
N.Y., near Long Island. was in the fourth
grade when the Twin Towers were
struck by two planes on Sept. 11. 2001, but
she can remember everything about the
day: what she and her mother were wear·
ing, how her mother broke down crying
on the way home from school and the
smoke that colored the sky.
The day that had started like any other
evolved into a series of bizarre occurrences, Dickhoff said.
"It was a normal day, we went to
school," she said. ''I went to a Catholic
school so they were very strict, so they
didn't really want any of us to know what
was happening. The one weird thing that
went on during the day (was) that my
friend, who normally brought a radio to
school, got it taken away. They were really angry about it; it was weird. Near the
end of the day. a lot of parents started
sqowing up, picking up kids, which was
very odd. We non'nally bussed because it
was far away from our houses."
Diclchoff said she had no idea what had
happened until her mother, who was
very bewildered, picked her up.
"~y mom picked me up and she was
really just very out of it; she said. "On
the way home, she started to just break
down and cry, she told me what happenea ana we coUld look out ilie window
and see the sky was black and we looked
in the other direction and it was blue. So
you could tell that there was just a
tremendous .amounts of smoke in the
air.''
Dickhoff said it was her cousin who
lived in Queens, N;Y., who called her
mother to tell her to tum the television
on and watch what was happ~ning.
"She thought it was a joke at first," she
said. "But she turned on the TV anyway
and she watched the second plane hit.r'
After the second plane hit, Dickhoff
started to understand what was happening. neighbors began knocking on doors,
checking if everyone was OK and giving
condolences, she said.
Emergency personnel from Long
Island were called to Manhattan to help
with the relief efforts, Dickhoff said.
1
'Even though we were in Long Island,
we weren't in the city. they called in all of
our firefighters, and a lot of our poHce
they called into the city because they
didn't have enough to continue cleaning
up or deal with the whole situation." she
said.
This created more worry for the Dick·
hoffs because many of their friends and
family members wor'ked as ftrefighters,
she said.
Long Island residents were in complete shock, she said.
"Basically, everyone was just completely •.. frozen,'' Dic'khoff said. "We didn't really know bow to re.act. I remember,
days just kind of went in a blur. There
was no school, families just couldn't get
in touch with anyone."
Dickhoff said despite the fact she was
in fourth grade she could remember
eve~ing about the day because it had
such an impact on her and her family.
Because her house was located a mile
away from an air base, Dickhoff's family
was concerned abo1,1t another attack, one
closer to home, she said.
•
"We were just scared that something
else would happen," she said. 1'We didn't
know where anyone was. The initial
shock had you frozen and confused, you
didn't want to believe it. I know I didn't
want to believe that that actually happened."
After the initial distress of the attacks
passed, emotions set in, she said.
''After that shock was over with. I
know I cried all the tim.e," she said,
Every day at 9 a.m. and noon, news stations on the television observed -a
moment of silence. which upset residents, Dickhoff said.
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Sept. J.l, 2001 began differently than

usual for Michael Bowman, associate
professor of telecommunications system
m.anaputlent.

Bowman took public transportation to
an early morning meetlng in the Penta·
gon ~tead of going to his office in the C
Ring and sent etnalls to nearly 300 of his
<:losest friends and family, telling them of
his ~motion to colonel in the Army •
where he had served nearly 21 years instead of flipping the television to CNN
to listen to throughout his workday.
But, like normal, at 9 a.m. on Tu.es~
Bowman held a staff meeting in his office
that hOUsed a d~sk and a conference
table. Close to 20 staff members were in
his of&e that day:, Bowman said.
"So I had all of these people squeezed
· into this small space." be said. 01 lt was
pretty crowded for 20 people in there. I
had gone the entire momins without
turning the television on so I was basi·
cally completely ignorant of what was
gomg on in New· York, because the Tow·
ers were hit·before the Pentagon."
Bowman said at 9-.26 a.m. a plane hit
the Pentagon relatively close to his
office.
"We clearly heard the explosion, we
felt the explosion. things feU off the wall,
people fell down in the room 1 was in,
but we were basically safe and wllnjured
It that poiDt," he said. "One of the tb1np
daat rve always remembered is that OUf
~ts stayed on."
'110WiUD's office coiiWiled '

aeca.e

dMII8ed tnlormation .and was located ID
the older part of the Pentagon, there was
no emergency lighting. Jf the lights bad
gone off, Bowman said, he and his staff
would have been completely in the ~
intensifying the panic.
Tbe first thing Bowman thought bad
happened was a truck carrying a bomb
bad driven through the alley-way closest
to his office, a problem the Pentagon
staB' was concemtkt about prior to the
day.

Soldiers sacrifice to serve country
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
Adam Horton knew exactly
what he w~s signing up for.
"In high school, I had no idea
what I wanted to do," Horton said.
"I knew I needed discipline and
structure, but I didn't have a plan."
Horton said he had an uncle in
the Army he looked up to, but be
had not fully committed to joining
the military until 9/11.
"After Sept. 11 happened, . you
can say my choice (to join) was
solidified," Horton said. "I didn't
personally know anyone (who
died), but I had friends that lost
loved ones. It mattered."
Originally from New Hampshire, Horton joined the Navy out
of Maine during his senior year in
high school in 2005. He spent boot
camp in Illinois and was moved to
Washington for deployment.
"I worked as an aviation electrician on the EA-68 Prowler," be
said. "1 was stationed with the
Electronic Attack Squadron VAQ:
138, and was attached to the Carrier Air Wing aboard the USS John
C. Stennis (CVN-74).''
Deployed out of San Diego in
2007, Horton spent nine months
supporting both Iraqi and Enduring Freedom repairing aircraft as
the John C. Stennis patrolled dangerous seas.
Horton's second tour of duty
came in 2009 as the carrier

scanned the West Pacific for danger.
After being honorably discharged from the Navy in 2010,
Horton married his longtime girlfriend Lorrie and began attending
Murray State on the Post-9/11
Chapter 33 G.l. Bill. He is pursuing
a
degree
in engineering/
physics and is the president of the
newly formed Student Veterans
Organization.
According to Alexandra Dietz,
assistant registrar of Veteran
Affairs, Horton is one of roughly
160 students receiving Post-9/11
Chapter 33 benefits.
"That means that they or a parent have served in the military on
or after Sept. 10, 2001," she said.
Dietz said almost 300 veterans
on campus currently use education benefits provided by the U.S.
government.
"There could be more veterans
on campus that we don't know
about," she said. "But these are
the ones using benefits provided
for them."
After serving in the Navy from
1985 to 1989, Lawrence Acree took
advantage of his military benefits,
earning an associate's degree in
criminal justice at Hopkinsville
Community College and a bachelor's degree in o(ganizational
leadership at Mid-Continent University.
After 9/11, however, Acree could
not sit back and watch events
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unfold. He jumped to action.
"I re-enlisted," he said. "I just
asked myself, 'What could 1 do to
help my country?'"
At 40 years old, Acree went
back into active duty as a Navy CB
from 2007 to 2008.
After serving a second term in
the Navy. be chose to return to
college at Murray State to pursue
a bachelor's degree in television
production. He is a junior and an
officer in the Student Veterans
Organization.
President Randy Dunn was at
Southern Illinois University Carbondale during the 9/11 attacks
and saw major changes post 9/ll
in the ROTC program.
"The SIU-C ROTC program had
gone by the wayside, but has
become much stronger," he said.
Major Paul Denson, officer in
charge of West Kentucky ROTC,
also noted significant increases in
enlistment and recruiting success
following the 9/11 attacks.
"I can remember one lieutenant,
in particular, who had no desire to
be deployed," Denson said.
"When his father died in tbe Twin
Towers, he immediately asked for
assignment.
"You had two types of people
who joined up at that time. People
who wanted to be involved
because of what was going on and
those who signed up for military

see SOLDIERS, 3A

"Just like you do fire drills and things,
in the Pentagon, they talked about terror·
bt attacks, because one of the things we
were worried about was a truck bomb
~ through the delivery alley," Bow·
man sai<L
Mer be heard the explosion. Bowman
said he tried to figure out what to do •
~how to evacuate.
"We began to pick everybody up. dust
everybody off and see if everyone was
OK," be said.
once everyone was accounted for,
Bowman said he went to the doot and,
instead of feeling it for heat, opened it.
•t just opened the door and fortunatelY. there weren't any flames immediately
outside the door but the hallway was just
full of black smoke." Bowman said. ..This
was literally the case of you can't see
your hand in front of your face; it was
that thick and that scary."
At that point, Bowman said he closed
the door and got everyone organized. He
Unked arms with his receptionist - an
elderly ~ who had fallen durillS the
explosion and twisted her knee - and the
other employees. They then filed into
the hall ofblack smoke, Bowman leading
the way with his hand on the wall guiding him.
"We were literally going blind into a
small hall'Way," he said.
They walked tb,e length of the hallway
directly outside of his office without seeing where to go.
,
"For the first SO or 60 feet as we went
down this hallway, we coul4n't see anything at all," he said. ~e were starting to
have problems with smoke inhalation,
we were starting to choke up from the
smok~. But after about 60 feet, we
entered a much larger corridor, the
major connections between the five separate buildings."
Becaute of the corJ"idor's size, the
smoke had risen and Bowman could see,
he said.
..So reaching that corridor, my adrenaline and excitement level went way

see PIWESSil3A
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ESL sees drop
after 9/11 attacks
Olivia Medovic.b
Staff writer
What came down with the Twin Towers
on Sept. ll reverberated across the nation.
On campus, programs inside the Inter·
national Student Organ ization were
affected.
After Sept. ll, 2001, it was not unusual
for people at the University to think the
international
student
population
decreased because of the terrorist attacks,
Mark Galloway, associate director for
international relations, said.
"9/ll was a minimal impact to our international student population," Galloway
said.
Galloway said the University did see a
fall in the number of international students after 9/11, but it was simply a coincidence.
For example. in Fall 2001 ISO bad
approximately 140 students from T hailand
that made up the majority of the population. By 2003, numbers dropped to around
40 students due to the crash of Thailand's
economy in 2001, Galloway said.
"You would think the UniverSity would
look for ways to replace these students,
but at the time we didn't have an international recruiter," Galloway said. "The only
recruitment we had was basically word of
mouth."
International students did not withdraw
from because they felt threatened by the
terrorist attacks. he said.
"We had only one student who left the
University because of Sept. ll," Galloway
said.

soo
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Graphic by Erin ]dkei/The New•

However, GuangnJing Zou, director of
the English as a second language program
(ESL), said the ESL program's enrollment
did decrease because of 9/11.
After 9/11, many international students
did not fully understand w hat was going
o n in the United States. They were afraid
to come here and study. he said.
"They were scared that at any time a
plane could be taken down by a terrorist,"
Zou said. "They simply canceled their trip
at the last minute."
According to ESL enrollment data. after
9/ll the ESL population dropped' from 394
students in 2001 to 224 students in 2004.
The University had to lay off four ESL
instructors after 9/11 because there was
not enough revenue brought in by international students to keep them employed,
Zou said.
"lfyou don't have students then Y<)U can
not afford to open your doors,'' he said.

-3A ·

After 9/11 th<.• American Embassy scrutinized international students and added
more restrictions for them to obtain visas,
Zou said.
"There was a market decrease in the
international population in large part due
to the difficulty in getting student visas
generaliy and getting them proc;essed in a
timely fashion specifically," President
Randy Dunn said.
Without visas it was impossible for students to come to the University and study,
Zou said.
uln order for a foreign student to study
here they have to apply for a visa," he said.
"The more scrutiny from the embassy the
less visas were approved."
With the help of the University the ESL
l~nrollment has increased, Zou said.
"Most institutions across the · country
that are investing heavily in international
education have gotten through that and
certainly it's the case we have, too, in that
10 years time," Dunn said. "But probably
what has helpeJ us as much as anything is
the fact that about three years ago now we
worked our-international scholarship program and became much more aggressive
in recn1iting strategies through the liS
here on campus and we've really seen the
payoff of that both in the numbers of students and just the dlffenmt countries
they're coming from."
Zou said keeping in contact with international universities will continue to
increase ESL enrollment.
"1 have traveled several times overseas
with Dr. Dunn to strengthen Murray
States relationship with other universities
and recruit more-students," he said.
According to ESL enrollment data, the
number of students has increased to an all
time hlgh over the last few years.
"At least last year we were the largest
one of those programs in all universtties
in Kentuck-y," Dunn said. "And the availabiUty of the program has been very
important in helping keep that degree
pipeline filled of internationals."
· Contact Medovich at omedovich@
murraystate.edu.

...._ Inside the stort
For some, the effects of the Sept. H. 2001 attacks stung in a far
d iffcrcnt way.
Aimlm Alrawahi, freshmen from Oman, Muscat, said people
should not be stereotyped because of their appearance- or
nationality.
•·we i)r¢ hum~n everywhere no matter what your colqr is,
y<;>ur religion ls." he sajd. "You arc still human,!'
After 9/11, Muslim students were told people would be upset
immediately afterward, Mark Galloway, associate director for
dntcrnational reltttions, sai~.
"The terrorists weren't Muslims, they were extremists,''
1
Alr;~wahi said. '1 believe terrorism has rio religion. There is a
difference bctw<.•cn bcin~ a religious pcrs(m and bcin~ an
extn~mist."

Altawahi said he thought it was wrong for the tcrrdrist to
attsck the t),$.
"
"I was up:;..et that day.'' he said. "I did not undcrstanJ why
they did this.''
Alrawahi researched the krrorist attacks before coming to
study at the University. He read a tllt..'Ory that said 9/U could
possibly have been a conspiracy developed by the U.S. govern·
mcnt, he said.
Alrawahi said when coming to Murray State a month ago he
did no! feel people would blame him for 1)/11 because he was
Muslim.
"The government docs not reflect the people." he said. "Pc4,_
plc here have been very kind to me~"
Alrawahi said before coming to Murray State he was warned
people might make derogatory comments tQward him because
he was Muslim.
..I have not run into any problems," he said.
Directly after 9/11 was an .awkward time for Muslim students,
Galloway said.
''The fit$t few days they felt like everyone was watching
them," he said, "They understood why though.'"
F:ven though there were some isolated incidents where neg·
ative ~.~omments were made toward Musllrn .students after 9/11.
the commun.ity docs not blame th<'m. Galloway ;;aid.
"If someone madl' sl:uiderous comments tomrd a Muslim
student. there was someone else who would say we don't do
that in Murray," he said ...Tt wasn't their fault."
Today we have a lot 'more Muslim students at the University
who arc very active in campus :\ctivities. Galloway said.
Said Galloway: "The group really takes the opportunity to
teach pc9plc ;1bout what their culture is really like:•

PROFESSOR
from Page 1
down," he said.
Joining nearly 20,000 Pentagon employees in the north parking
lot, Bowman learned what had really happened.
"1 heard something about a plane hitting the building," be said.
"'Again. being totally ignorant of what had gone on New York, I
assumed that the Pentagon had been hit by a commuter plane trying to land in National Airport. about a mile or two miles away
from the Pentagon."
·
Commuter planes that landed at the National Airport were
often so low to the ground that Pentagon employees could see the
pilot's fac.:cs. he said.
The 20.000 employees in the parking lot were told that, because
of the possibility of another attack, they needed to evacuate the
premises and return home.
Bowman said he stopped a car on the highway running parallel
to the Pentagon and a stranger drove several people to a public
transportation site.
Bowman's major concern was his daughter who was still in elementary school, he said, and after he had made it home, he and his
wife went to see her..
The attack's emotional impact, for Bowman, didn't occur until
afterward, when came back for clean up and damage assessments.
His biggest fear once he visited his office the next day, was
falling, hitting his head and drowning in the sL'< inches of water
that had seeped from the top floor onto hls first floor office.
"I never really got excited or panicked on 9/ll, but that next
morning as l went in to my office, I literally had a black small
flashlight in my mouth, I got to my desk and I got my hat and my
cell phone," he said. ·~d that was the point I had this kind of
roller coaster ... so it was actually the next day that I had that little tingle of fear, not the day of."
Bowman said the military changed drastically after the attack.
"9/ll changed everything.'' he said. "9/ll was like the Pearl Harbor of my generation, it started a war, a war that's still going on
today."
After a 90-day period, Sept. 12 to the day before Thanksgiving,
Bowman and his staff worked 14-hour days. seven days a week,
assessing the damage. Because of this, Bowman and his wife
decided it was time for him to retire at 26-and-a-half years and
move to a location without the threat of attacks.
'"And I said 'OK, well wherever we wind up, let's not be at a
place that has such a big bull's·eye on it like Washington D.C.
does.'" he said. "I just felt tired and ready to do something else."
Bowman said he was ready to spend time with his family after
his time in the military and traveling.
Said Bo·wman: "My wife and I both were just ready to see each
other again. Tust the intensity, and after four years of supporting
the war, not personally in combat, I felt that it was time for me to
end my military career. I don't have bad memories of it or significant problems with it, but l do think about it a lot.''
Contact Russell at nrussell@murtaystate.edu.

SOLDIERS
from Page 1
incentives designed to maintain the force."
Alison Marshall, associate director of Veteran

lc~Sl'

STUDENT
from Page 1
''Whenever (the moment of silence) came on, it just kind of
brought you to complete hysteria, it was awful. even though I was
so young." she said. "Even today just talking about it or thinking
about it. seeing the memorials going up, seeing anything that
relates to it can get me really upset and c..:an bring me all the way
back to what l was feeling then."
Dickhoff said even though she didn't lose anyone to the attacks.
the pain was immense because of the uncertainty that her family
~al~

~

"Even though I didn't lose anyone, I didn't know if they were
OK for a week or two weeks," she said.
The doubt was unbearable tor her parents, she said.
Wit was horribly awful," she said. "Because it wasn't just that I
could lose them, because we were a close family, it was that I'd
never seen my dad so worried, I'd never seen my mom so upset.
Before that, I'd never seen my father cry. Watching them made me
worse off than I originally \\<lS."
Once school was back in session, Dickboff said the mood had
drastically changed. Her school was composed mostly of children
whose family· worked in the city, she said.
"It was very hard to be around, it was very quiet.'' she said."[
remember not• learning anything for two or three weeks. It was

Affairs and adult student liaison, is working in
conjunction with Dietz and veterans on campus
to get the Student Veterans Organization off the
ground.
"I think once all of these veterans start trusting each other and word of mouth begins to
spread, more veterans will come out to support

.
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more of. we were figuring out bow to deal with the situation."
Thret• years had passed and the Dickhoffs, along with another
family, visited Ground Zero, she said.
"You could still hear things moving, it seemed like it was still
smoking. I guess it was just the dust," she said. "There were still '
. bouquets of flowers being put down anJ people at all times of the
day just kneeling down and crying. ln the space where il was it's
just an empty lot of gray everything. There was debris, there was
just stuff that they hadn't had the time to get rid of because there
was so much of it. Dust covered everything:·
Dil:khoff said when $he visitt>d the site it took her breath :.'\way,
"I was hysterkal," she said.:'l ,a,.·as standing there ;md at first it
was that moment of 'I can't do anything' and then all of a sudden
the tears built and then they just wouldn't stop. l w:ts incon·
solable. Everyone was inconsolable."
Dickhoff said the two families sat cross-legged, in front of the
site staring, unable to process what had happened.
Said Dickhoff: "It was one thing to, on the uay. look up and se~
the sky literally black and Set: the sky that was blue that morning
was now black. and then to he there a,nd s~~e all thcsl!. buildings
around it. Nothing's empty in New York, nothing. Every single
space is covered with some kind of building or billboard, just stuff
and it was just empty. It'S probably just the state that you·re in, but
it seems quiet, kind of like how a graveyard is quit•t. It seems like
you walked into a bubble and the city '""asn't there. It was just this
empty debris state of just quiet."
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.

one another," Marshall said.
Student Veterans Organization held its first '
meeting on Tuesday to coronate its new lounge
in room 300 of Alexander Hall. It will meet
again at 6 p.m. Tuesday to discuss group activities going forward.
The organization is looking for active or post-

I
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Rachel Dlckhoff. freshman from Aqueboque. N.Y.. says the tragedies of 9/11 still affect her today. Talking about the attacks still brinqs tears to her eyes.
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actiw duty veterans to become members as the
semester progresses.
For more iuformation about group activities,
meeting times and general inform:ttion, contact
Deitz at 809-3754 or Marshall at 809-5796.
Contad Marlowe nt edward.marlowe@
murraystate.edu.
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Opinion Editor: Jolut Walker
Phone: 809-5873
Twitter: MSUNcwsOpinion

Our View

Where is the bus?
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
S tudents in Murray are still having trouble getting used to the new
transit system the city has offered.
In fact it is not uncommon to hear
many complain about a lack of
parking while empty busses roll by
day after day.
So in an effort to connect with
students' needs, the Murray-Callaway County Transit Authority
has started offering later services
on Thursday and Friday nights.
Now some may wonder about
the overall message MCCT A
could be sending. Over here in the
newsroom we would like to know.
too.
Not because the late-night routes
are only on more traditional party
nights in Murray, but because we
want to know why a service offering later bus routes is only going
halfway.

MCCTA is only offering its new
service till 10 p.m. on Thursdays
and Fridays.
This seems to be a waste of
resources. If you want students
who are out rate on those nights to
use the service then why don't the
busses stay out until the bars
close? This alone could bring the
biggest boom to a service that has
been under-utilized for so long.
Murray needs to wake up and
realize students in this town drink.
Having a bus service go until the
bars close will not encourage
drinking, but safer methods of
reaching their destinations.
·
So while we applaud the efforts
of MCCTA in trying to connect
with the needs of the student community, the fact is, this one is a bust.
There is no reason why two
extra hours of service could not be
added on to the later night routes.
All parties involved will benefit.
If MCCTA keeps failing to make
these strides there is little hope it
will ever retain student riders.

Ten year~ gone by
This week is the 10-year anniver-

sary of the twin towers attacks.
While many students at the University were in elementary or middle school, the stories and events
from that day are all too similar.
Ten years later we are still
engaged in two wars resulting
from the attacks, debating the
amount of security we have implemented and wondering when the
next big attack may come.
Although the debates are common, they are necessary. Even
though if's been a decade since the
attacks there is still so much we
don't know.
What makes another human
being want to kill so many others
for their beliefs? Especially civil' ians?

Some say the conflict will never
end because of cultural divisions.
But terrorism docs not come from
one group or belief.

What

How do we reconcile Norway
and Oklahoma City? Westerners
are just as likely to commit terrible
atrocities as anyone else for their
world views. It brings into question violence in our society.
Ten years later we are still writing about it, talking about it and
arguing it into the ground.
There are children who have
never heard of the events and
won't until they open up their new
history books.
Certainly this country's history
has been changed along with so
many others. But do we really
know why?
We have entrenched ourselves
so much it seems we may never
again be able to live in a pre-9/ll
world. Life will never be the same
for those who come after us.
Ten years later it seems we still
have no answer to the question of
where do we go from here?

do,. tli.. ...

how dt~ the University handle
the power outage?
"They handled it well and in a timely fashion.
I'm just glad it wasnt chaotic."
Kali SJH!aks • Owensboro, Ky.

sophomore

"I think MSU worked efficiently and brought

the power back as quickly as possible."

Veronica Velazquez·Sanchez • Mayfield. Ky.
sophomore

"I think it was kind of unorganized,
wasn't sure if I had class or not.''
Dylan Bragg • Benton, Ky.

sophomore

lesse Carru1hers/The News
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Outside Voice

Through the smoke
While attending Murray
State U n iversity, I was
shocked at the
large number of
people who
T orey Moore smoked. Comalumnus from ing from the
smoke-fr ee
Chicago
state of Illinois,
I was not accustomed to being
asked "smoking or non-smoking" upon entering a restaurant.
As my college career continued
I became aware of the
increasingly large amount of air
pollution and litter smokers
contributed to campus. Many•
Kentuckians pride themselves
on the fact that Kentucky is a
major producer of domestic
tobacco. However, Kentuckians
should be ashamed that the
state has the highest rate of
smokers at 25.6, percent according to the Center for Disease
Control. The high rate of Kentucky smokers increases the
rate of lung disease, heart attack
and decreases the state's life
expectancy.
It is nearly impossible for students to enter or exit a building
on campus without being bombarded by the smell of cigarette
smoke. Non-smokers are forced
to hold their breath when walking through the deadly cloud.
This can clearly be seen w,hen
entering Faculty Hall. StudeQts
and University employees are
allowed to smoke on the backside of the building where the
automated doors are open for
an extended period of time. It is
common to smell cigarette
smoke throughout the entire
building because smokers congregate near the doors.
The smell is extremely strong
during poor weather conditions
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spent cleaning the campus of
tobacco litter. Further viola·
dons .result in the offender
being placed on probation or
asked to leave the college.
Murray State University
prides itself on being a universi~ leading in innovation and can
continue that trend by adopting
a 100 percent smoke-free policy
across campus. This new campus policy could easily be
adopted and enforced by Campus Police, Racer Patrol and all
Racers.
It would be wise for Murray
State University to adopt a
smoke-free policy, which protects the image of the University, the campus grounds and the
health of those who are on campus. The University is continually trying to combat rising
healthcare costs and by adopting a smoke-free campus there
would be great incentive for
students. faculty and staff to
end. their smoking habits.
With the increase of campuses, cities and counties implementing such policies, the state
of Kentucky is to take notice.
The smoke-free effort could
lead to new state legislation
adopting such regulations to
protect other communities
across the Commonwealth.
Many states have adopted such
legislation and, with effort from
Murray State University, the
count could be increased.
It would be wise for Murray
State University to use the
remainder of the semester to
create and implement a new
smoke-free policy.
Students. faculty and staff
should be allowed to voice their
opinions and create a unique
policy. which best assists in bettering the health of the Racer
family.

Write to usl

Elizabeth Johnson

TheNewsl

because smokers' congregate
nearly in the building to evade
the elements. The University
has made r a. ' valiant effort to
reduce tobacco litter by placing
receptacles at entrances to campus buildings, but it is more
common to see tobacco littered
along pathways, tossed in
planters and flicked in the Q9.ad.
More than 500 university
campuses across the nation
have adopted a 100 percent
smoke-free or tobacco free policy. One of the newer universities to adopt such a policy is the
University of Kentucky. University of Kentucky adopted the
policy in 2009 and 120 campuses have adopted a similar policy
this year.
At University of Kentucky,
volunteers assist in keeping the
campus 100 percent smoke-free
by patrolling the c.ampus and
respectfully asking smokers to
dispose of their tobacco products and providing information
about university resources to
help quit smoking.
With support from the university administration, University
of Kentucky provides support
and incentives for the Wildcat
family to end their smoking
habit. It provides counseling,
nicotine replacement coupons
and support groups. By combining the support and enforcement of the 100 percent smokefree policy, the university has
seen a decrease in the number
of smokers who attend or work
for the university.
The Ozarks Technical Community College in Springfield,
Mo., has a successful smokefree policy, which has been
effective since 2003. The first
violation results in a warning.
The second and third violation
result in a $15 fine or two hours

Nick Paxton
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The violence within
When Maya
Angelou visited the University Aug. 24.
she
quoted
Terentius. the
Roman playwright: "1 am a
human being;
Josh Adair
nothing human
Assistant professor can be alien to
of English
me.''
That statement has resurfaced in my consciousness frequently over the last
few weeks. His message may strike
us as illogical; after all, our
response to great acts of violence
frequently categorizes them as
"unthinkable" or "inconceivable."
Given Angelou's insight and the
political climate in our country
though. I think we must interrogate
our impulse to compartmentalize vio' lent impulses as something other
than quintessentially human.
As a doctoral candidate at Northern Illinois University, I departed
campus perhaps 10 minutes before
Steven Kazmierczak opened gunfire in Cole Hall, killing five people
and injuring 21 before taking his
own life in 2008.
For the remainder of my time at
NIU I watched a community reel at
such a gut-wrenching act of violence, the fourth deadliest university shooting in U.S. history.
While I don't think I'll ever fully
understand Kazmierczak's actions,
I also believe there is great danger
in dismissing him as a monster or
unhinged demon outside of
humanity.
To do so relieves us of our duty
as human beings (and a community. society) to find ways every day
to seck the essential humanity in
all people and emphatically call
into question any behavior that
even remotely hints at violence.
On Aug. 26 the University .and
Board of Regents made a tremendous stride by adopting a largescale diversity plan.
As the only university with a
board-approved diversity plan in
the Commonwealth, students, faculty and staff have a great deal for
which to be thankful and the
changes will benefit us all.
However, this has all been slightly tarnished by the fact that one of
the University's staff members
received a death threat the very
next day for helping get this plan
passed.
The issuance of this threat was in
objection to the provisions made in
the diversity plan for lesbian, gay,
bisexual and trailsgender students.
To have such a wonderful, pro-
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(This is a response to a commentary in the Aug. 19 edition
of The Murray State News.)

matician but I believe those
numbers are going up. Not
"spiraling down." SAT scores
are a similar story. Yes, there
gressive moment marred by
I'm writing this column in
was a downward spiral in
threats of violence is not only response to Mr. Casey's artithese scores. However this
unacceptable, it is outrageous.
cle on "public education lacks
occurred 13 years before the
The foundation of university life patriotism." To be quite bonestablishment of the U.S.
is the creation of a community est, upon reading this article I
Department of Education.
where differences are not only didn't know if I should laugh
Between 1967 and 1980 the
accepted, but embraced.
or cry.
national SAT score dropped
No matter our differences, each
The depiction he presents
from a high of 543 verbal and
of us is human above all else. This of an un-patriotic and federal516 math to 502 verbal and 494
may sound touchy-feely and trite, ly fraught U.S. education sysmath. Not until after the
but it remains an immutable truth, tem is completely unfounded,
establishment of the U.S.
and we must remind ourselves of misleading and completely
Department of Education in
this continually.
ideologically driven. Our pub1980 did these scores start to
Too frequently it seems we are lie education is centered on
show an increase.
encouraged to believe groups of using facts and sound comAll of this information can
people with different beliefs or mon sense right? Well, Mr.
be found (as I did) at the
ideas are not like us.
Casey, let's look at your arguNational Center for Education
By allowing ourselves to believe ment using these tools, shall · Statistics online database and
this, we allow a chasm to form: a we?
the Humanities Resource
chasm that sets into motion dehuFirst let!s tackle the part of
Center online database.
man.izing entire groups. It doesn't this conceived notion that
Last, you argue that the
take much for some people to 1 "American taxpayers are payDepartment of Education has
taken away control from local
threaten or perpetrate violence i ing for public education
over opm1on.
, where patriotism is considand state governments. And,
How often do we offer inherently I ered politically incorrect,"
because of this, history books
biased. blanketing statements about I Your argument is that the
have totally eliminated unentire groups of people? Women, absence of patriotic songs that
edited copies of the DeclaraChristians, Muslims, Gays, African are "basics to American patrition of Independence. I'm a
Americans - can you recall a time 1 otism" has now led public
senior history major and I
in recent history when you've schools to become somehow
have never seen edited copies
heard someone say something like, f distanced from patriotism.
of the 'Declaration of Inde pen·
"The problem with blank is.~"?
This might be my "opindence in any history book. But
ls it possible that such state- ion," but I don't believe teachlet's say for the sake of arguments are ever accurate? Highly ing students to memorize
ment that there are.
unlikely.
lyrics to a song warrants being
It must be the conniving
In a country of this size with its called the basics to American
work of the Department of
many regions,' cultures and tradi- patriotism. Basic American
Education, right?
tions, it is not possible to live with- patriotism is not found in
No! Public schools are
out differences. Sometimes these memorization but in actions.
issued books by the educatio.n
disagreements are minor, other A teacher who is teaching the
board of the individual state
1
times profound.
mechanics of U.S. government
or in some cases the local
While it is undoubtedly difficult to his/her students so they
school board but not by the
to have one's •deeply-held beliefs may later become wellU.S. Department of Education.
challenged or to witness policy informed voters is basic patriIf anything it's the state and
being enacted that does not per- otism.
local institutions that you are
fectly align with those ideals, this
The science teacher who is
defending who are most likely
is the compromise of living in a teaching his/her students how
the culprits.
Mr. Casey. you state in your
democratic society.
to think criticall~ so they may
article that "until we take back
We are all human and must learn become product1ve members
to grow together and discard any of society is basic patriotism.
the educational system, we
tactics that m~lize or intimi- In fact I believe it's safe to say
will not be able to take back
date others.
u ..,
that this so-called un-patriotic
the nation." Well, I recomI wish to add I have no desire to public education system in
mend that you "go back" to
dwell on the negative here. The reality is the vanguard for
the educational system and
University is making amazing basi~ patriotism.
learn to back up arguments
strides.
I Next you go on to make a with the basic goals of our
Nevertheless, a death threat to completely misleading correeducation system.
one of our own serves as the ulti- lation between the establishIf you wish to tackle this
mate "teachable moment," wherein ment of the U.S. Department
education problem discuss the
we can know great work has been of Education and the "downreal problems of public educadone.
ward spiral" of the national
tion.
1 hope each of you will see this as average in ACT and SAT
Severely
underfunded
a call to action. How will you ele- scores. The U.S. Department
schools, under-paid teachers
vate the public discourse?
of Education was established
and social economic status of
What steps can you take to send in 1980 by President Jimmy
students to name a few.
the message that violence is never Carter.
But please, spare us your
the solution? This is a serious misIn 1980, the average national
muddled banter that holds no
sion.
ACT score was 18.5. In 1985, it
premise whatsoever.
Let's take Angelou's words to was 18.6. In 1990, it was 20.6.
heart and embrace the ideal that Jump ahead 10 years and it's at
. there is no difference so great that it 121.0 with the 2011 score comJonathon Rowland
senior from Illinois
occludes our essential humanity.
ing in at 21.1. I'm no mathe-
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Binge writing
Drinking is
one of those activities I did not take
part in for a long
time. In college, it
took four years
before I finally
picked up the
habit. Wine of any
is
my
John Walker kind
·
favorite
without
Opinion Editor
question. Vodka is
the worst by far.
But in drinking I have made many
observations about how people act,
how I act and how those actions differ from when we aren't holding a
glass.
One of those observations, possibly
the scariest, is the lack of accountability we seem to hold to each other
when drunk. Socially there is a taboo
about bringing up past actions as
though they never happened or are
not important.
This is troubling because drinking
brings out the truth. Within all of us
there is a certain amount of anger,
loneliness and joy, and when those
elements surface it's healthy to
address them. But alcohol today is an
excuse and an escape.
This strategy works all too often. I
don't have to be sorry for my actions
because I was drunk. Don't they cancel each other out?
Not really. In fact it's a testament to
our culture. Alcohol is the reason we
are excused from being ourselves.
Many ancient cultures used it as a
way to make a deeper personal and
spiritual connection. Now we just
want to get wasted and forget the
experience ever happened.
I had my own personal encounter
with this Tuesday evening. Nothing
felt better the next morning and it
only felt good for a ·little while that
night. But I knew what I was getting
into and still made the decision to
tank the night away.
When I woke up the next morning
and looked in the mirror, and I had to
ask myself some serious questions.
As a journalist the most pressing is
always this: why? Why did I think this
was a good idea? Why did I believe
she would like me any more because
I was drunk? The answers are' all but
non-existent. This may be college and
we .might feel a little too free at times,
but actions still come with responsibility.
Another observation is the reasons
for drinking and the amount of. The
old times of drinking for one's own
benefit are gone. Now it seems to be
a purely social occasion. At least that
is what we tell ourselves. I like to
drink with people. A community of
light-beaded buddies is always a good
time.
Taking part in one of humanity's
oldest traditions should always come
with company. But we have to ask
ourselves when do we stop drinking
with our friends and start doing it for
them?
If you find yourself unable to
answer that principle question it may
be time to take a look in the mirror.
You are more than welcome to share
mine, I have no problem stepping over
a bit
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu.
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University a~empts
conunercialization
Meghann Anderson
Staff writer
Patenting is underway for an invention by the
University's Telecommunications Systems Management department.
The product is the Mobile Information and
Telecom Operations Center, or MITOC.
The machine allows people to communicate
during ice storms, tornadoes and other disasters.
The MITOC is a prepackaged emergency
communication system. It has the capability to
operate without global power and offers communication systems through cellular, wired and
satellite contact.
The product is now in a stage
where it can be mass produced. The
largest group to receive this product would be military and Jaw
enforcement segments.
Along with the new product, came the creation of a
new company called PreparediT. PreparediT was created for the process of commercializing the product. The
company was created in late 2010.
PreparediT focuses communications equipment and even more specifically
.on emergency response equipment.
"Murray State does not have the resources to
market the product nationally," Jay Morgan.
associate provost, said. "But PreparediT does."
This new company, is to be headquartered in
Murray, Morgan said. PreparediT will spur the
local economy by adding regional jobs, he said.
So far, 35 products have been sold to businesses such as Murray State Public Safety, Kentucky Fire Commission and the Jackson Purchase Public Health Department.
"We are hoping the invention .will spur innovative products that can also be patented," Morgan said. "I think you will see more in the future
on a regional base."
Morgan said PreparediT is looking for a place
to set up its headquarters. The company will
process and ship the product from Murray. PreparediT will add more jobs to the community.

"The commercialization effort was something
to look at on campus," he said. "Hopefully with
this product being successful, it will stir other
individuals on campus to get a patent or some
form of copyright on a product they have
designed."
Commercialization began in Spring 20ll, Morgan said. He introduced the product to the
Board of Regents earlier this summer because It
needed contracts to be approved and signed by
the president. Certain
types of contracts
have to go in front
of the Board, such as
when moving a University product to an
off campus location.
President Randy
Dunn said this is not a
typical occurrence for
a
smaller
public
regional university.
"It happens a Jot and
you see these transfer
license agreements that
take place," Dunn said.
"So the fact that we have
this invention coming out of
TSM that has practical application to the industry is kind of an
exciting threshold for us to cross and provide us
the opportunity to enter into an agreement so
the inventors of the program."
The MITOC comes in three sizes; the smallest being the incident command, then the strike
team and finally the largest box caUed entry
team.
The incident command is a vehicle-based unit
in trailer or SUV. The smallest MITOC is the
incident command unit and it is in a case small
enough to carry on an airplane. The strike team
is a unit in one or two-rack cases that is
equipped with networking capability.
"They've taken it and shrunk it down so it will
fit in an airplane," John Young. administrative
assistant to the TSM, said. ''The yellow box contains some batteries, a solar panel to charge the
batteries, a small satellite dish·, a netbook
instead of a laptop, all of the cables that go with

Photos courtesy of the Tclt.:communic<~lion\

System~

Man.1gement Department

AMurray State Pollee officer tests the remote calllno function the Incident command on the MITOC system provides. In an emergency, MITOC would allowofficers to communicate off the power Qrid.
it, a router that you can put air cards in from
various cell phone providers that establishes
local network within a building."
Young said the portability of the product
makes it marketable.
The University also had to have a copyright
and patent committee to make sure no policies
have been violated from a product similar to
this. The committee looks at what other universities are doing and bow they handle similar
copyright situations. Committee members are
Steve Cobb, Teresa Groves, Jim Gant, Tim Todd
and Morgan.
The smallest box costs approximately $6,000
and the others can cost up to $14,000.
The University will earn approximately $200

of royalty per unit, Morgan said.
Morgan said the profits made from the
MITOC will be the judge of its success.
"If we can earn a couple thousand a year it
will be a successful adventure," he said. "This is
paying more cultural dividends for us rather
than money wise."
Morgan said the MITOC going through the
patent process will change the University
entirely.
Said Morgan: "It will change the way we look
at patents and copyrights on campus. I want
people to develop products and know that Murray State can handle this."

Contact
Anderson
murrJ.ystate.cdu.

at

manderson@

Kentu~ky soldier receives .military honor
Samantha VWa.aueva
Contributing writer

Photo courtesy of the Associated Press

Kentucky resident Dakota Meyer will receivethe Medal of Honor Thursday.

Kentucky native, Dakota Meyer. of the United States Marine
Corps, will receive the honorary Medal of Honor Thursday due to
his heroic actions while serving in Afghanistan in 2009.
The Medal of Honor is the highest award of recognition in the
armed forces. It is awarded to those who perform an act of pure
courage while in combat.
Meyer, 22, earned tliis award while on tour in Afghanistan, his
second time in combat with a previous tour in Iraq. At the time,
he was part of a joint-operation unit mission, consisting of American soldiers, Marines, the 20lst Corps of the Afghan National.
Army and 2nd Kandak of the Afghan Border Police, according to
the Marine Corps Times.
Upon hearing of the ambush and disappearance of three missing Marines and one Navy Corpsman, Meyer, along with Staff Sgt.
Juan Rodriguez-Chavez, took on the rescue.
Crossing known-enemy territory irito the Ganjgal village in the
Kunar province, he discovered more than the four missing persons were there.
•
Despite Meyer's best efforts, he discovered his comrades dead
and without their gear. Those killed in the September battle were
Edwin Johnson, 31: Michael Johnson, 25; Aaron Kenefick, 30;
James Layton, 22: an Afghan interpreter and at least eight Afghan
security forces members.
Meyer said although the chances of the captives being alive
were known tcr be low, the thought of finding them otherwise
never crossed his mind.
"I never once in the whole time thought they were all dead,"
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Meyer said.
"I don't know
if that's' just me lying to myself. or just
disbelief. or what it is. But. I never thought they'd all be dead. I
thought somebody would be alive, you know?"
Meyer said all of tht! captives had to be rescued, even if they
w-ere not American-born.
"I lost a lot of Afghans that day," he said. "And I'll tell you .r ight
now - they were just as close to me as those Marines were. At the
end of the day, I don't care If they're Afghans, lraqis, Marines or
Army; it didn't matter. They're in the same (situation) you are,
and they want to go home and sec their family just as bad as you
do."
Meyer's heroic actions set his name in the United States Armed
Forces. James F. Amos, General in the 35th Commandment of the
Marine Corps. said Meyer's actions helped set a new tone for the
future generations of recruits.
"Sgt. Meyer's heroic actions on Sept. 8, 2009 in the Ganjgal village in Afghanistan serve as an inspiration to all Marines," he said.
"This will forever be etched in our Corps rich legacy of courage
and valor."
Meyer was born in Greensburg, Ky., in 1988 and graduated from
Green County High School.
He enlisted in the United States Marine Corps in 2006, and
wrapped up his basic training at the Parris Island Recruit Training Depot.
Currently working with a construction company in Kentucky,
Meyer said he was honored to receive the recognition but he
mainly just wants to get his life started.
Said Meyer: "This has been going on for two years. It'll be good
to finally get this over with and go on to the next chapter."
Contact Villanueva at svillanueva@murraystate.edu.
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Olympic-sized terrorism
I think it's time you know a few .-----=-=----.
things about me.
·
A. I'm obsessed with camping
right now.
B. 1 adore sports and everything
associated with them but there is
nothing about me that screams, or
whispers, athleticism. Seriously,
I'm as close to being athletic as a
rock is to being able to fly. I was the
kid on the basketball court who
would run to one end of the court
and make it there the same time
Sports Editor
the rest of the team would make it to the opposite end
of the court. Point made, except on the court because I
never scored any points.
C. My dream has always been to compete in the
Olympics. Rifle was my sport and my goal was the
gold. Thankfully rifle doesn't require much athletic
skill, you just have to stand still and be extremely technical. In other words, shooting is the sport for me.
I've competed in the national Junior Olympics six
times and lived at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs for training and competing. In fact, Murray State rifle shooter Ashley Rose and I lived together in the dorms at the Training Center for our last Junior Olympic competition in 2009.
Due to injuries, however, my Olympic dream was cut
short. Nevertheless, my love for the Games lives on
and fascinates me like nothing else.
That fascination propelled me to research how the
Olympics were <\ffected after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks. I assumed because the attacks were confmed
to the United States the Olympics wouldn't have been
influenced too much. That was not the case.
Like sports in the U.S., the international stage, particularly the. Olympics, were dramatically altered after

9/11.
Increased security was one of the many ways the
Olympics were changed due to the mass crowds gathered for the biggest event in sports creating a potential
target for terrorism.
·
Fear of an Olympic-sized slaughter is not unheard
of. In fact, the destruction of Sept. 11 was reminiscent
of the massacre on the Qlympic Village in Munich in
1972 where 11 athletes and coaches were killed by secular Palestine terrorists who tried to leverage their
Israeli captives for the release of 100 Arab guerrUlas
imprisoned in Israel
In a 2002 article titled "When sports became life and
death", ABC Sports reporter Marc Connolly made
another connection between Sept. 11, 2001, and Sept. S,
1972.

"In the way 19 hijackers took away a nation's inno.
cence on that September morning last year, eight
Palestinian terrorists took away the purity of sports in
Munich," Connolly said. "Before Sept. 5, 1972, there
was no need for strict sec:urity measures. The Olympic
Games were viewed as the ultimate neutral ground for
the world.
"Now security forces have been transformed from
the non-threatening guards on pseudo vacations to
become the most crucial aspect of the entire Olympics
operation," Connolly said.
ABC News reporter Jim McKay was covering the
Munich Olympics when the terrorist group Black September donned ski masks, shot two athletes and took
nine more hostage.
"Munich was perhaps the fuse that started off all of
the particulars for 9/11," McKay, who died in 2008, said.
"But 9/11 was pure horror. Nobody was fighting with
anybody. There was nobody winning or losing. Just
terrorists who considered this a victory."
Former State Department Special Agent and Intelligence Analyst Louis Mizell created a database that
contains nearly 40,000 terrorist tactics and trends.
According to his data, the Black September assault on
Munich wasn't the only terrorist-attack on the
Olympics.
Additionally, terrorists tried to attack the 1998
Olympics in Japan and the 1988 Games in Seoul twice
and during the 1984 Los Angeles Games the Weather
Underground, a U.S. radical group, planned an attack
with a large quantity of plastic explosives, Bill Rathburn said, a former police chief and consultant to the
State Department who bas been involved with several
Olympics, to CBS News in 2009.
Along with those catastrophic events, Eric Rudolph
has been charged with planting a bomb that killed one
spectator and injured 100 others during the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta, according to the same CBS
interview.
Since the devastating event of Sept. 11 five Olympic
Games have been held around the world with security
more intense than any other time in history.
• Salt Lake City, Utah, 2002
• Athens, Greece, 2004
• Torino, Italy, 2006
• Beijing, China, 2008
• Vancouver, Canada, 2010
"The Munich organizers spent less than $2 million
to make their Games secure; in Athens two years from
now the Olympic security bill will total at least $600
million," said Sports 1/Justratcd reporter Alexander
Wolff in a 2002 article.
The security budget for next year's Lopdon Games
is estimated at nearly $960 million and Jacquelin Magnay, reporter with The Telegraph, a London newspaper, said in an article on Sept. 1, 2011 that London 2012
organizers have bumped up the number of security
guards from 10,000 to 20,000.
My Olympic dream may still be alive but my heart is
with the families of the victims from the Olympic terrorist attacks and the World Trade Center from the last
several years.
May we never forget.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald.3@murraystate.edu.
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Racer families endure post-911. military life
Sophie McDoaald
Sports Editor
The planes hijacked on that clear September morning 10 years ag(J hit more than just
the Twin Towers and the Pentagon, they hit
close to home for several Murray State Racers
and their families.
Basketball coach Steve Prohm had an elementary school companion who worked in
the World Trade Center and was killed during
the attacks. Rifle team members Mikey
Burzinsky and Kyle Donnan, both from the
New York area, suffer the consequences of
the attacks in increased security and scrutiny
of flying with rifles to competitions.
However, no one experien<.:ed the effects of
9/lllike three Racer football play~r:;.

Breeon Moreno
,freshman defensive back Brecon Moreno
was 9 years old ·and at his Krandmother's
home in California when the World Trade
Centers were hit. His family turned on the TV
to see the buildings on fire, he said.
"We didn't have to go to school and l
remember since we didn't have to go to
school, my mom made me write a paper about
what was going on," he said.
Because of his young age, Mnreno said he
did not fully understand the ramifications of
the day.
"I remember at the time, as the years went
on, it just grew on me the importance of 9/ 11
and what we play for," he said.
Moreno's father Brian was in the Army at
the time of the attacks and the family was
relocated from California to Fort Campbell,
Ky., when Moreno was a freshman in high
school. Shortly afte'r the relocation, Bri:m was
deployed to Afghanistan for a total of four
years.
"I just had to step up as a male figure in the

house being the oldest," Moreno said. "1 had a
little sister (and) little brother looking up to
me. I just had to help my mom do stuff around
the house and take on more responsibility,"
While adjusting to the absence of his father
and his new position as leader of his family,
Moreno clung to football.
"Football kept a lot of it off my mind," he
said. "My old high school coach hung a hook
on a tree and he told us when we came on the
football field it's just a place where we let it
all hang and think about nothing bur football
- just go out to have fun, keep God in our
prayers and know that everything would be
OK."
The unity and familial atmosphere of the
football tt.•am is something Moreno said he
couldn't Jcsc.ribc.
"It's just like one big family really," he said.
"You have the whole community behind you
and, especially with our football team being
good, they want to follow you. A lot of them
know the football players personally and they
just give a lot of support."
Support was shown before each of his high
school games, Moreno said.
"Before eYery game people would honor us
and thank us for what our parents had done,"
he said.
Moreno said having his father deployed
during his high school y~ars made him mentally strongt•r.
"1 think that's a big part of the game," he
said. "If you're not mentally strong, you can't
go forward . Playing at the next level iy's really what you've got to have - mental toughness."

Dexter and Raquan Durrante
Broth~rs and fellow Racer football players
Dexter and Raquan Durrante were in Pennsylvania at the time of the attacks. Dexter was
U years old and Raquan was 10 years old and

their stepdad was in the Army Reserves.
"He was with us but after it happened he
bad to go to West Point, N.Y., to guard the
base," Dexter said.
He was gone for one year and in 2005 the
family was relocated to Fort Campbell. K}'·•
when he was deployed to Iraq for two twoyear terms.
"It's kind of difficult just because you've got
to worry about his wcll·being and knowing
every day he could die," Raquan said.
"You don't really get to talk to him often so
we would g9 long stretches without talking to
him and not knowing if he's OK and stuff like
that," Dexter said.
Football and family got him through those
years, Raquan said.
"I guess the coaches, with us playing football we've got a bunch of other players in the
same situation as you so you've got a lot of
people to lean on - each other and my brother," he said.
Dexter agreed.
"Football was big - it helped a lot," h.: said.
"We had a few coaches that came from military backgrounds so they knew what kind of
situation the players were in: they were helpful."
Things got easier for the brothers for a
short time, Raquan said.
·
·~fter they're gone for a while it's not as
bad unless you get to the point where one
friend loses a parent and that's when you've
got to turn and be there to support them; · he
said. "That's when it really changed. When he
was gone, we were worried but at the same
time we had to have faith that ht:'d be OK."
People at football games recognized what
the Durrante's were going through.
"Going to away games people would tell us
'Thank you for what your parents are doing;•
Dexter said. "So people got a lot more patriotic after 9/ll."
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
murraystate.edu
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How sports changed after tragedy
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
In the wake of every tragedy is a need for escare. The general public can only keep its
thought<; on hody counts, motives and pain for
so long before it turns its eyes elsewhere, hoping
for snmcthing to capture its attention, even if
only for a little while.
As always, sports provided a distraction after
the <II tacks of 9/11, but they also gave their fans
a way to move past their grief and offered a hope
that our nation still needs.
Almost immediately after 9/11, sports delivered 1\l their fans n kind of catharsis, letting
tht•m ~pcnc.l a few hours screaming at a baseball
gam<; instead of trying to make sense of the
news, :md the players certainly felt that burden.
"I'm glad to give pcople a diversion from the
sorrow, to give them a thrill," Mike Piazza, New
Yurk Mcts catcher said to CBS Sports at the
time. "These people arc great. New York has
been so strong through all this. I feel so sad." Almost five years later Piazza added, "In death,
those people taught us :c;o much about living."
Hut before that game could be played, Pi:uza
and his team offered up their stadium and their
services to police, tire fighters and rescue work·

From the
doctor's couch:

week l have a responsibility to make sure our
team is prepared but, I don't know, it just feels
different to me. The significance of it, it's
stronger than any game I've ever felt. I feel more
pressure on this game for whatt!ver reason than
any game I've ever coached it seems like."
Dylan Stinson
Last week, the Jets got a glimpse at the con· Assistant Sports Editor
struction being done at the site of the WorldTrade Ccnttlr and left that place a changed team.
I was 11 years old and in the sixth gmdc when
"When you go there, there's a certain aura that
America was attacked on Sept.ll, 2001. Needless to
you have when you stand there and you just
say I was a little clueless about what was going un.
imagine thnt day and just tht• chaos and everyThe only terrorism I had ever experienced wn~
thing that so many families and people went
when I would shoot people and then steal their car
through," LaDainian Tomlinson, Jets running
in NGrand Theft Autu." But this was not a video
back said to ESPN on Sept. 5, 2011. "It just gave game, this was real. I remember some teachers cryyou that feeling that you're spt'cial. You're lucky
ing. students flipping out, news reporters nut
to be standing on that spot. but at the same time
knowing what to say, people weeping on TV. Ameryou're special because you get a chance to do
ica was truly chaotic that day.
something that a lot of people don't get to do.
With the world watching as America mourned,
But it's very humbling at the same time,"
, all I thought about wao; baseball practice after
Again this year, 10 years later, the teams play
school. I just wanted to run to something so I
for more than themselves. They play for the
wouldn't have to think about thousands of people
memory of those who died and for the hope that
dying. As it turns out, this wasn't an uncommon reif people can look past their sadness and cheer sponse to the attacks on Sept.ll, 2001.
for the home team, maybe they can move on as
I had the privelegc of sitting down with Murray
a country, too.
State psychology professor Daniel Warm and ~tsk
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@
ing him a few questions about how sports played a
murraystate.edu.
role in the aftermath of9/ll. W;mn has done multiple studies on the psychology of sport fandom and
sport psychology. He has even written a hl)ok titled
"Sport Psychology"which is used in psychology
programs throughout the country.

ers trying to do whatever they could as a team to
help.
Just 10 days after 9/11 the Mets took to their
home field again. acting as more than a baseball
team.
They acted as national heroes.
Or at the very least they acted as people who
could interpret the language of guilt and grief
into something every person watching could understand. It wasn't just about baseball anymore.
It was about finding a way to move forward.
This year is no different.
Ten years later Americans are still trying to
find a way to move forward, though the country
remains entrenched in the same war begun
under the shadow of9/ll. Taking center stage of
this Sunday's events is Rex Ryan, New York Jets
head coach. who will be facing off ag1inst his
twin brother Rob Ryan, defensive coordinator
for the Dallas Cowboys.
But instead of being concerned with the sib·
ling rivalry that game would usually represent.
the Jets coach is focused on his responsibility to
the fans.
"Usually, like I go against my brother and all
that and you have a lot of fun with that, but I feel,
I don't know it's different, like a responsibility,"
Rex Ryan said to ESPN Sept. 6, 2011. MAnd every

Chats with a sports psycholo!,~St

OS: Did you sec any behavior change in sports
fans after the 9/11 attack\>?
Wann: uNnt really when it came to sports, but
certainly you saw an increase in national pride and
things like that. They were all standing f\)r thl' national anthem for sewral wel!ks and you could sec
the unity and the cuhcsion. (The fans) were still
rooting for their teams but you could tell that 9/11
for a lot of fans put being a fan of a team in its plac<.•.
(Fans would think) 'maybe I shouldn't get quite Stl
upset about my team not doing well, hlok at the
bigger picture with <Ill these things going on.'"

Photo COUrt<:5y of the ASS<r>Ciill{'d

OS: Do you think people may have turned to
sports to get their minds off of the attacks?
Fans wave flags at the New Volt Mets' Shea Stadium Sept. Zl. 2001.
Wann: "Absolute)}'· As a matter of fact, historically that's the decbion that people will make and
the reason they give for attending a sporting ewnt.
You can think about l.SU football and Hurricane
Katrina or Major league Baltcball and World War
II. there's lots of examples where powers of being
have decided life has to go on - these pt•ople have
clubhouse," Torre told NBC Sports
Jiever Steve Karsay with pinch run- to have something to think about other than the
in Sept. 2006. "It was like we were
ncr ncsi Rclaford on base. Piazza tragedy in their lives. There's no question that
complete strangers."
took a fastball right down the mid- sport can serve as a major div(•rsion in times of
stress."
Former New York City Mayor
dle for strike one.
Rudy Giuliani revealed in an HBO
He didn't make the same mistake
twice.
.._ ,
DS: ~o do you think people may have be~ome
documentary titled ~Nine lnainp
1
On the next pit'cil[&sayaarca -emotl()'reilty.:mm1Jed to :a t~am 01ftcr 9/m
~---.
li'Om G'round Zero wnat,lclpea
Piazza to take another lastball, only
Wann: .. You know, it's possible. When we do n•him make it through not only one
this time Piazza ddivcrcd a cathar- search on why fans select the team they select we
of the toughl~St moments in the
tic blast to centerfield over the find out that there are thousands tlf reasons. Given
city's history, but also om• of the
head of Andruw Jones to secure a that .I've talked to fans (who say) MWcll, I like that
nation's worst disasters.
3-2 lc<td and give joy to the fans team because their uniforms nrc nice," or ul like
"The only two things that got my
who needed something to cheer that t<.•am ot.•cause of the names of the players on
mind off it at nny period of time in
for after a w·eek of misery and de- it n The reasons arc so far fetched I wouldn't be sur·
the fall of 2001 were basebaJI and
spair.
prised if somebody was not that hig of a fan but
my son's football games," Giuliani
Now a reserve outfielder for the they went to a game post-9/ll and felt this camasaid. UThere was something about
Ncw York Yankees, Jones rc- raderic with the fans and the nationalism which
baseball, which is the American
counted his talc to f<lxsports.com would be enough to get them sort of goin_g in the
sport. And it's outdoors. and it's in
on May 3, 2011 about the historic team spirit."
the fall. and it was right in the city
that bad been brutally attacked. It
homerun.
DS: What changed for the athletes and how they
"(Thl· homerun) was a great mohad a wonderful impact on the
morale of the city. It was exactly
ment," Jones said. ''We wanted to played aftt!r the attacks?
Wann: "I think for the athletes, I mean, that's
what they needed to get their eye~
win. Hut for him Jo do what he did,
up off the ground and looking into
and give the fans something to their job and there is a sense of comforr in doing
ch<.>er about, was special. Tt was what you know, there is a sense of comfort in get·
the future."
Two weeks after the 9/11 attacks,
good for the game. A lot of memo- ting back to your routine, so some of the athletes
New Yorkers had reason to cheer
ries happened in that field. because that you would hear would be like. "Yeah, I want to
;1 lot of (rescuers) worked (at Shea get back to the routine, I ....-ant to get back to the
again.
after the attacks). It was emo- games and the grind," because it was a scnst.• of norOn Sept. 21, 2001, the first pro·
malcy. Uncertainty is really stressful so we seck out
fcssional game held in New York
tional."
City after the attacks was ba~eball's
Minnesota Vikings Hall of fame routines to buffer the stress and I think for a lot of
New York Mcts hosting the Atlanta
wide receiver Cris Carter talked to athletes that would be the case. I also think there
the Bismarck Tribune following were a lot of athletes out there who understood the
Braves.
place of sport in our society and how if they would
What would have been another
the attacks on Sept 11, 2001.
"When you are talking about go and compete for three hours the rest of the
regular season game to New York
was a reason to belie\'C again.
human life and the sorrow the world could forget about the troubles and the danAs the first major sporting event
country feels'" I think this is a per- gers for three hours."
since the attacks. the Mets went all
fect opportunity to let people
Once a month I \vill be chatting with Wann about
out in showmanship. Prt!game
know that athletes really aren't the
current sports issues, fan and athlete behavior, and
homage was paid to those who had
heroes,'' he said.
lost tht>ir lives. Liza Minnelli sang
But in one fell swing, Piazza was anything else you as readers would like to know, so
please send in questions with any interests you
everything New York nc<:'dcd.
a charged version of Frank Sina·
tra's ·'New York, New York" during
He and several other athletes have pertaining to sports and I will ask Wann.
J've sat through some Murray State games with
that year helped New Yorkers and
the seventh inning stretch. Thousands came out to support not only
Americans realize life could be some of you basket-cases and judging by your behavior you may be mentally ill (I am too, it's cool):
normal again.
their team, but ont• another during
Therefore, you need to email me questions so we
trying times.
The country could move on.
can find out what is wrong with you. OK? OK! Get'
Down 2-1 in the bottom of the
And, indeed, has moved on.
eighth inning. the Mets' Mike PiContact Marlowe at edward. excited.
Contact Stinson at dstinson@murraystatc.edu.
marlowe@murraystate.edu.
azza came to 't he plate against rc,

San Fransico Giants stand in salute, honoring the victims of 9/tl.

Photo 1:ourtf'\Y or Gntty lrnages

·Famous athletes reflect on the day's affects
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
On Sept. 11, 2001, nearly 3,000
souls were daimed in the terrorist
attacks on the World Trade Center
in New Ymk City and the Pentagon
in Washington, D.C.
.Some who perished were local
sports fans, rooting hard for their
New York Yankees. New York
Mets. New York Jets or other major
affiliates. Baseball season was fast
approaching the Fall Classic and
tht· NFL se:u;on was just underway.
The Chic:1go White Sox were in
town to battle the Yanks when the
towers fell. Jose Valentin, then infielder for the While Sox, voiced
his fears to NBC Sports soon after
the attacks.
''I just want to g<'l out of here,"
he told reporters.
It was understandably so.
Newly hired New York Jets Head
Coach Herm Edwards was driving
his mother back to the airport after
a drubbing to' the Peyton Manningled Indianapolis Colts. It was Sept.
9. 2001: the towers still graced the
Nt'W York City skyline.
"You look at the beautiful skyline, rou look at the World Trade
Center ~nJ you're saying, 'How
pretty is that?"' Edv,;ards told
newsleadcr.com on Sept. 3, 2011.
"'I hat's on a Sunday. Tuesday, those
buildings are gone.''
Of all the sports teams affected,
the Yankees (who then pL1yed just
minutes ~way from ground zero)
stand out.
Mariano Rivera, elite closcr and
one of three remaining Yankees
from the 2001 team, retold his initial thoughts of the attacks to foxs·
pnrts.com on May 3, 20ll.
"What {'arne to my mind was,
'What C'.m we say? What can we
say that would bring peace or joy

or hope to these people?'" Rivera
said. ~Just being there, put (an) arm
around them. that's what we hoped
to (do)."
The Yankees went on to the
post-season and were Wt o{ Wbit
is arguably one or'1lie greatest
World Series of all time, losing in
dramatic fashion as Rivera blew a
late lead to the Arizona Diamondbacks in Game 7. 1\vice in the se·
ries New York won in extra innings
from walk-off homeruns.
"For us, we almost felt likt> we
were rl·presenting New York,"
shortstop Derek Jeter told foxsports.com on May 3, 2011. "I'm not
sure about the whole country. I
don't know if the whole country
was pulling for us. But I was well
aware of what it meant to New
Yorkers at the time. We had a lot of
people come up to us on the streets
and say that they weren't necessar·
ily baseball fans, but they found
themselves pulling for us, at least
during the postseason."
While President George W Bush
urged the country to return to normalcy soon after the attacks. teams
found it difficult to focus on practice and the coming games.
KYou've still got smoke in the
air,"
Edwards
said
to
newslcader.com on Sept. 3. 2011. "I
got the team together and said,
'Boys, let me tell you something. If
you're not focused today. I get it,
because 1 ain't focused."
"We went out on the field and it
took about" 45 minutes," he said. "I
called off p"ractice. I said, 'You guys
go home. What Wl' need to do right
now is pray. We need to pray as
Americans."'
Joe Torre, then skipper for the
Yankees, voiced the same concerns
in the days that followed the Sept.
11 attacks.
"It was certainly solemn in the
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9/ll: The day in sports
Carty Besser
Contributing writer
It's a day most remember incredibly well. Sept.
ll, 2001 was a moment America's life was flipped

upside down. People everywhere felt the shock
and pain, most km1wing victims of the tragedy.
However, American citizens weren't the only
group affected by 9/11.
The sports world screeched to an abrupt halt.
The head commissioner of Major League
Baschall, Bud Selig, called for any games scheduled on Scpt.ll to be canceled. The cancelations
were then extended for three more days.
The canceled games were tacked onto the end
of the postseason. causing it to end latef than
usual. According to the MLB. Sept. ll was the
third time in history any games were canceled
due to war or national security reasons.
Though football is known as a sport to hit
hard, the National Football League was the one
to he hit the hardest in 2001. The NFL canceled
all games on Sept.16, and tacked the games to the
end of the regular season. This caused any playoff gnmcs to be pushed back.
Because of Sept. 11, the NFL now holds the
Super Bowl on the first Sunday of February. The

Canadian Football League also decided to scrap
any games for the upcoming week.
NASCAR also joined in by canceling the Winston Cup New Hampshire 200 race at the New
Hampshire International Speedway. The cancellation wasn't officially lifted until Nov. 23.
The Professional Golfers Association made
the unanimous decision to cancel the World Golf
Championship. This was the first recorded cancellation of a l'GA championship in five years.
The profe'ssional sporting world was not the
only group affected by the attacks.
Collegiate sports also took part in calling off
events. Any Division I college games scheduled
on Sept. 13 and 15 were canceled and any team
that tried to schedule games during the lock·
down were fined by the NCAA. Most of thesegames were postponed until early December.
After news of.the attacks was released, ESPN
interrupted its regular programs to cover the aftermath of the plane hijackings. ESPN almost decided not to show a scheduled segment of
Sportscenter because there was much debate toward what to air.
After much debate to the relevance of playing
Sportscenter after the attacks, a shortened segment was aired, mainly covering the sporting

The shot heard 'round New York

events canceled that day.
Even though 9/11 happened 10 years ago, the
American .sporting world still takes upon itst!lf
to heavily commemorate those whose lives were
lost that day. The NfL salutes ~the American
.s pirit'' during its games on the first full day of
the season, Sept. 11.
Coaches, players and first responders from the
area plan to hold field length American flags
during the playing of the national .mthem. Players and coaches will also wear 9/11 ribbon
patches un their uniforms and sideline apparel.
Along with this, the NFL has donated $1 million
to mtmorials related to the events of Sept11.
It is p:lrt of American culture to relate to each
other through watching :t Sunday night football
game or to c.atch Lh~ Reds play on ESPN.
However, when disasters such as Sept. 11 present themselves. Americans unite in a way to
honor those who have lost their lives or who
have fought to keep the United States safe. Even
this is recognized by athletes in the sporting
world who felt just as awe stricken as their viewers. Athletes sacrifice their time for entertainment but service men and women sacrifice their
time for freeJorn.

Contact Besser at cbesser@murraystate.edu.

Student
reflects on terrorist attacks
.

Ben Morrow
Staff writer

As the lOth anniversary of the World Trade Center attacks comes
and goes, many Murray State students will reflect on the infamous
day and how it affected them personally. Sports fans can look back
and see changes on the sporting landscape as weU.
The tragic events of Sept. 11, 200l affected fans in real ways.
Those old enough to remember the catastrophic attacks of that day
also remember how easily one could get into sporting events without
being personally searched. They can recall the luxury of gathering at
a crowded stadium without giving a second glance to airplanes flying
low overhead. Certain things like safety and peace of mind were not
often factors of attending a ball game.
Sept. 11 changed things forever. In a way, the innocence of sports
fans was taken. The feelings of assumed safety at large sporting venues, which were otherwise taken for granted, are in some measure
gone for good.
Matt Masterson, junior from St. Louis, Mo.. was in fifth grade when
the events of Sept. 11 unfolded. He said he remembers the day being
strange and confusing.
"I was in class, and we all had to leave the building," he said. "1 remember we got out of school the rest of the day."
Masterson said even his elementary school's baseball team had to
cancel games in the uncertain days following the attacks.
"I played baseball," he said. "We didn't get to play for the next few
games."

Masterson said as a child and a sports fan, the news reports he saw
were hard to take in and assimilate. He said at first it was difficult to
understand the complexities of the situation and to relate how the
events should affect him.
"It was weird because I was that young, especial!>• since I was
watching it all on TV," he said. "It was almost like just watching a
movie. It didn't seem real. Jt was pretty crazy."
The ensuing crackdown of securil)' at public buildings was evident
evcrywhen.\ including stadilimS and college" campuses. Masterson
said he continues to see the increase in security everywhere.
"Even when I go to church now there's a lot more security," he said.
"Everything is more locked down now.''
·
Even with all the tension that 9/11 provided, Masterson said he believes sports have been something that has allowed people affected
by the disaster to heal. He said he hopes families who gathered to
watch their favorite teams found comfort in being together.
"Even people who lost family members talk about getting closer to
other family members, and sports is n way that people can get closer
together," he said.
'
Masterson said even as a child, he saw how Americans rallied
around each other and the families of victims after 9/11. He said sports
were just one way strangers leaned on each other during one of the
nation's greatest crisis.
'
"Everybody seemed w get closer," Masterson said. "You're already
close to family, but after that, it seemed like everyone sort of became
family because of what happened."

Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.edu.

I remember Sept. ll.
No other date on the calendar embodies an emotional response like this date. Our
grandpart;nts had Dec. 7, 1941,
the day the Pearl Harbor attack ushered America into the
bloodiest war in the history of
the world. Our parents had
Nov. 22, 1963, the day PresiBen
dent John F. Kennedy WJS cut
Morrow
down by an assassin's bullet. Sports columnil;t
We have Sept. 11, 2001. As the
10-year anniversary of the attacks on the World
Trade Center in New York approaches, I remember.
Many memories flood my mind as I return to 9/11
and the events that followed. I remember being one
of a nation of people glued to my television, trying
to make sense of what I was watching unfold in real
time. 1 remember hearing about heroes I would
never meet. I remember the gas lines. as the initial
scare pushed panicked citizens to snatch up remaining fuel before it reached $2 per gallon.
I remember the Dow jones Industrial falling over
680 points the first day it reopened. I remember the
ftrst airplane I saw in the sky after the FAA
grounded all nights for nearly a week. I remember
talking to perfect strangers about our rage and
helplessness as if we had been close confidants all
along.
Beyond the initial events, I remember what it
was like to try to go on. I remember Amt!ricnn flags
clipped to the windows of automobiles, as
strangers registered a quiet solidarity of patriotism
as they attempted their return to normalcy. I remember the ftrst Saturday Night Live episode
when Lorne Michaels asked guest host and New
York City mayor Rudy Guiliani if it was OK to be
funny. Guiliani's response: "Why start now?"
And I remert~ber sports. I remember how Americans found a haven in their favorite sports teams.
I remember how a couple of hours watching grown
men play a kid's game helped bring catharsi<:: and
healing. I remember the goose bumps I felt the first
time I heard 50,000 sports fans sing "The Star
Spangled Banner". I remember one game in particular like it was yesterday.
On Sept. 21, 2001, Major League Baseball resumed play in New York with the Mets hosting my
beloved Atlanta Braves. The emotion in the crowd
was tangible. Guiliani, who was typically booed at
Mets games because of his affinity for the Yankees.
was cheered like a war hero. Mets manager Bobby
Valentine stepped out of the dugout and led the
crowd in chants of "Rudy, Rudy!" The Mets team
members, who l1ad donated their salaries for the
game to 9/11 charities, donned PONY caps to honor
the fallen NYC firefighters who reentered the
l:iurmng limldings to save men ana womenThcy did
not know. It was a night New York needed, and
even as a Braves fan, it was a win I knew the Mcts
needed.
In the 8th inning. Mets catcher Mike Pia~za
stood at the plate with a runner on first with two
out, down 2-1. As the slugger dug in, the same
thought came to my mind as everyone else who
was watching: "He needs to hit this a mile."
Sure enough, Piazza took his patented lumberjack cut at a Steve Karsey fastball and hit the most
important homerun I've ever seen- a shot that has
yet to come down to earth.
As ESPN's John Anderson wrote that evening: KJt
just kept going. Soaring off into the New York
night. A baseball carrying an entire city's emotional
baggage. There's no telling how far Mike Piazza's
eighth-inning game-winning homerun against the
Braves at Shea Stadium flew on Friday. How do you
measure the healing power of a swing?''
It came in the middle of a pennant race. My
Braves, who were barely holding on to a division
lead, had Just lost. I couldn't have cared less.
I'U never forget that swing. I'll never forget the
sight of 41,000 people craning their necks to watch
a ball leave center field and the unbridled noise and
ecstasy that followed. Never has their been a
greater example of peaceful protest and solidarity
than when Mike Piazza and greater New York City
answered a group of homicidal terrorists with a bat
and a ball.
Yes, l remember the terror. I remember the feelings of helplessness. But I also remember how ·
Americans held their chins up, determined to move
forward . We found refuge in God. We found comfort in family. We found healing in friends. And we
found normalcy on a baseball diamond one September night.
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.cdu.

AHention Undergraduates
Increase your earning potential and job opportunities.
Get a Ph.D. Let us help.

McNciir Scholars Program
$2800 research stipend. Money for grad school visits.
Underg~aduate scholarship money. GRE prep. Much more.

Contact us about eligibility
requirements at:
mcnair@murraystate.edu
270-809-2951

Now accepting applications.

lhe MSU Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Program is
81.2% funded qy the U.S. Department of Education under grant
#P217NJ90330 at $225,000 annually, and 18.8% state funded at $52,000
annually.
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Dearly Beloved••.

Playhouse shares romantic comedy with community
I
Paige Graves
Staff writer

•

The best pt•rformcrs bring m their
role somethmg more, something that i'>
undefinable on p;tpcr but wholly und<!r"
stood by the audience. In the case of
"Dc:Jrly Beloved," the director and backstage crew arc just as responsible for
audit'llCe t!njoymcnt as the actors arc.
Brian O'Neill. director for this Playhouse in the Park production, said he
began planning for this production a
year ago.
"I read the script a thousand times,''
O'Neill said. "Casting is 90 percent of
the battle, and then you have to put the
right p<.:ople ln the right roll:!. You try to
see what the ocwrs do naturally, and
there is a really fine line between what l
want them lo Jo and what they actually
do. The playwrights have scriptt•d the
story where you have main ch:uactcrs
combined with outside characters. and
that makes an ensc:mhle with excellent
dialogt~t.·. Everyone has their moment to
shine."
"Dearly Beloved" is the_ '>tory of three
estranged sisters coming together to put
on a wedding with all the southern
humor Texas has to offer. O'Neill said
audience members may find th<..'msclves
recognizing the character traits in themselves and relating easily to the family
situations put on stage.
O'Neill said he hils Sl'l'll plays where
the actors did not nt>cessarily have great
chemistry with one .anothct on stage.
''The great thing about this cast is that
they bonded immediately," O'Nt•ill said.
"1 established that tht>re would be no
backstage drama, which ls som~thing
you can expect when you get involvco
with theater. I'm a · fairly laid-back 'guy
and I wanted cvcryunc to have fun. The
main goal was for people to say, 'Gosh.
didn't we have fun Joing that?' Audience
members can sense when actors arc

comfortable on stage, and that's why
they keep coming back to see the
shows."
Adam Miller. freshman originally
from Andover, Conn., has done several
shows with Playhouse in the Park for the
last six years.
·
"In this production I am a backstage
crew member," Miller said. "The reason
people rett.trn to this group is because
we're a family. When you need something done or have a project, your family will come in and help you and that is
what Playhouse does. I've worked back·
stage. nshered before the show and per- •
formed. The experience of doing shows
as well as the fun and memories that follow are wh.at keep people coming back."
Miller said he acted in a previous production. "Dearly Departed,'' and people
would make a point of telling him that
his character reminded them of someone they knew.
"Sometimes a show hits pretty close
to home, and a lot of returning actors
such as myself like to see that," Miller
said. "This show is full of hilarity and is
a must-see. Whether I am an actor. or
hearing lhc audience laugh, cry and
applaud while ·I'm behind the curtain, I
Photo courtesy of the Murray Ledger s, Time:.
Jove the experience of d9ing these
shows."
fromleft Lori Powell, Shannon Thomas and Jana Little rehearse a scene In 'Dearly Beloved.'
"Dearly Belovedn opened last weekcud, but runs again tonight through Sunday. Performances are at 7 p.m. today
and Saturday and 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
Tickets for general admission are $11
and $9 for students. As mentioned on
the website, playhouseinthepark.net,
Playhouse in the Park is one of the old·
est continuously producing theaters in
the country. For more information about
how to help in continuing the tradition
~-~~ ~~--~ 2:30
of community theater in Murray and
Calloway County, contact Playhouse in
the Park at playhouse@murray-ky.net.
Information .and graphics courtesy of playhouseinthepark.net.

Dearly Beloved Showtimes
7 p.m. today
7 p.m. Saturday
p.m. Sunday

Contact Graves at paige.graves@
murraystate.edu.

Upcoming Shows at Playhouse in

the Park

Wait Until Dark

The Sound of Music

A sinister con man and two ex-convicts
are about to meet their match. They have
traced the location of a mysterious doll
to the Greenwich Village apartment of
Sam Hendrix and his blind wife, Susy.

When a postulant proves too highspirited for the religious life, she is dispatched to serve as governess for the
seven children of a widowed naval captain. Her growing rapport with the
youngsters, coupled with her generosity of spirit, gradually captures the
heart of the stern captain.

Opens 7 p.m. Friday, Oct. 21

•

Opens 7 p.m. Friday, Dec. 2

Country artist shares personal experience through songs
Anna Taylor
Assistant Features Editor

Photo courtesy of Chris uvan.~ugh

Chris Cavanaugh's new EP, 'One of Those Things' Is available on ilunes.

It is not easy to get started in the music
industry. With many struggling artists send·
ing demos and trying to get their names out,
it's a challeQge to get anywhere.
Chris Cavanaugh, country musician from
Springfield, Mo., has been making music
since he was 12 years old. Luckily. he had his
first moment of fame in a middle school talent show.
With only a song and a few chords at his
fingertips, he received a standing ovation
from the crowd at the end of his performance.
"From that point on I have been performing
and creating music for people," he said.
After graduating from !Ugh school.
Cavanaugh moved to Tennessee where )le got
a degree at Middle Tennessee State University. Shortly after, be signed his ftrst songwrit~
ing deal. Then, about two years ago.
Cavanaugh decided he wanted to share his
talents with the surrounding area and get on
the road.
I--Ie is still touring'in Kentucky, Tennessee,
Indiana, Alabama and Missouri. Last night he
performed at the Big Apple Cafe in Murray.
Though he has bee.n through Murray before.
this wac; his first time performing here.
Cavanaugh has a 10-song CD and he
released a five song EP in June titled "One of
Those Things.'' He said he might usc a song
he wrote several years ago, but believes cer-

tain songs work best for certain artists at certain times.' Cavanaugh continues to write
everyday.
"The songs (for the EP) were probably
written over a span of four to five years,'' he
said. "The newest one is only a (few) weeks
old."
Josh Thompson, another up-and-coming
country artist produced Cavanaugh's EP and
in return, Cavanaugh wrote one of the songs
on Thompson's new album. Thompson has
also been touring wi;h Cavanaugh.
Cavanaugh has opened shows for Justin
Moore, Luke Bryan, Eric Church and Pat
Green to name a few.
Llke many music fans, Cavanaugh doesn't
have just one artist that he respects.
"1 saw Keith Urban a few weeks ago," he
said. UAnd. not to sound (biased), but Josh
Thompson is one of the best new performers
out there.''
Cavanaugh plans to keep going with his
music 'and to gain more fans.
"I hope to just stay on the road and keep
traveling and keep b~ildJng fans and winning
people over," he said. "I just love music and
just the feeling and knowing that everybody
is having a good time."
His album and new EP are available on
iTunes and his website. For more Information
and show dates, visit cbriscavanaughmu·
sic.com.

Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.
edu.
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Movie Review

Channel Surfing _

All-star cast makes comedy worthwhile

My character closet

Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the movie reviews. '
I heard two things about "Our
Idiot Brother'' before I ever saw a
traller or read a synopsis of the film.
One: It's funny. As a fan of comedy
I took this to be a good sign.
Two: It has a great ca~>t. As a TV
fan r was sold by the casting o(
"Parks and Recreation" stars
Rashida Jones and Adam Scott. As a
female T was equally sold by Paul
Rudd.
Admittedly Rudd dobsn't look
quite as gorgeous as he has in the
past, but he manages to ruck the
long hair and beard better than I
imagined he would.
Superficial factors aside. "Our
Idiot Brother" was not half-bad. Both
of the things I heard were true.
In the film Rudd plays Ned, an organic farmer who goes to jail after
selling weed to a uniformed officer.
Ned is not the sharpest tool in tht>
shed, though his stupidity is more a
mixture of naivete and faith in the
human race.
After Ned is released from jail he
finds hh girlfriend has a new man
and, in their separation, is keeping
the dog, Willie Nel.-;on.
Ned turns to his family. specifically sisters Natalie (Zooey Deschancl), Miranda (EliU~betb Banks)
and Liz {Emily Mortimer): for sup·
port as he tries to earn enough
moneY. to move b;H:k to the goat
farm where his ex lives.
Based on the trailers I assumed
Ned was the wacky outsider of the
family, but his sisters are not exat·tly
normal.
Natalie is a struggling comedienne
who finds herself torn between her
girlfriend Cindy (Rashlda Tont:s) and
artist Christian (Httgh Dancy).
Miranda's uptight and bossy personality causes conflicts in her
friendship with neighbor Jeremy
(Adam Scott) and she is stressed out
about her first big story for "Vanity
Fair,"
Meanwhile Liz is raising two kids
while ncr directur husband (Steve
Coogan) gets a little too close to his
film's subject.
With so many fantastic actors and
interesting character!: it is 'easy or
plots to gel lost in the shuffle. With
a runtime of an l10ur-and-a-half it is
impossible to flesh t>ut everyone's
stories. Ned is, of course, the focus

Phot•1 cnurtesyor allmovtc.phuro.com

•

Paul Rudd stars as Ned in 'Our Idiot Brother.' The film is rated Rfor sexual content including nudity, language and drug use.
conditionally and having faith in the
but he tends t<> share most of his
screcntimc with Liz and her familv.
good of the world.
In fact, the only character Ned h~s
Again, cliche. hut the movie finJs
consistently pleasant interactions
a way to make h work.
with is Liz's son, River (Matthew
"Our Idiot Bruther" was not m;
Mindler).
laugh-out-loud f1mny a:; l expected it ·
' to be. It had more swcl't than slapWhile the character is die he - the
kid who is raised to play weird instick and more heart than hilarious.
The funny moments it did h::wc.
struments. dance and is not allowed
to have sugar or watch TV - Miniller
however. are worth noting. Scenes
plays the role refreshingly well. As
between Ned. his ex-girlfriend and
he longs for a world 'of karate and • her new boyfriend are particularly
cupcakes I believe this kid is truly
good.
living a sht!ltered, unhappy life.
There is a natural heal between
Ned exists to show him funny
the characters when~ it ft>cls like
movies and to play games. He
most of the lines wert: improvised.
teaches the kid that there is more to
With this cast I would not be surlife than what they Kriow. and be
prised if tliis were trp;:.
should be doing what makes him "
Some moments which were sup·
happy.
posed to be funny felt uncomfortThis is whar Ned teaches everyable and awkward.
one, along with lessons of loving lmThe silence lasted a little too long.

·This •ek's new releases
11aila6leTuesday
DYDs
COs

· ·~

Zero stars: Save your casn--On~.• star: Only if you're bored
Two stars: Worth the rental
Three stars: See ft immediately
Four stars: A future classic

Editor's pick

• The Kooks .. •Junk Of The Heart"
• Kristin Chenoweth .. "Some Lessons

• ..Conan ~'Brien Can't Stop"
• ..Glee: The Complete
Second Season"
·"Thor''

or the exchange continued for two
lines too long. These awkward moments are far and few between but,
when they dl) happen, they stand
out.
Overall the movie bas an excellent
cast and tcUs a fairly interesting
story. It might not be your favorite
Paul Rudd film but it was something
different for him and it works.
Contact Kyle at charlottc.kyJe@
murra_vstatc.cdu.

want to know what's cuter Ulan awellsitade.,lto

pictures of adorable dogs?l'll tell Y®I a _ . . .fe9oted to pictures Of adOrable corots. That's l'kJht no
other' doos allowed at coroiaddk:ttom. From. ~
hanol(l(J out 1n 'J)Ots to torvts In the pool, cq lrdtlct .
has everything ypu could ever want and•lh!Jti

learned"
" Lady Antetielfum -.,Own The Night''
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It's not a secret
that I dress like I belong in a cartoon.
My clothes, which
rarely match by traditional standards, don't
feature much variation. In fact, I tend lo
wear the same thing
nearly everyday: jeans,
sneakers and a T-shirt
featuring a cartoon
Features Editor character.
I would be perfectly content wearing
the same outfit every single day.
In the real world thh; is not an option,
but in cartoon world? It is preferred.
A lot of people ask, especially when
they're younger, why cartoon characters
never change clothes. How can they go to
school wearing the same thing every day?
Why docs no one ever say anything?
It makes sense, from an animation
standpoint, to not change the look of a
character. In fact, one episode of "Home
Movies" featured the main characters
gaining weight, a plot point Brendon
Small apologized to the animators about
during the DVD commentary.
It is much easier and.a much more efficient practice for the characters to have
their standard look - from hair, clothes
and accessories.
Mickey is white gloves and red shorts.
Bart Simpson had orange shirt, blue pants.
Arnold of"Hey Arnold" had his little blue
bat and plaid shirt tied around his wai~l.
(Yes, that was a shirt and not a kilt. Mv
mind was blown when I figured it out,
too.)
Some shows, however, have thrown
caution to the wind and allowed the characters to change outfits.
Disney's ''The Weekenders" featured
main characters Tino, Lor, Tish .and
Carver switching outfits for each day of
the episode. Each character had a color
scheme with five or so outfits throughout
the series' run.
Nickelodeon's "As Told By Ginger" did
the same thing. though the boys wore the
same outfits and the girls would change
outfits depending on the day and episude.
Some shows only change clothes on a
seasonable basis: if it's snowing the characters will wear coats. if it's sunny they
have T-shirts. These outfits arc always
similar, but with extra sleeves and layers.
My favorite moments of cartoon clothing are when shows acknowledge this
trope. 1 can't deny how much I love lampshading.
In the "Doug" episode "Doug En
Vogue," Doug Funnie's classmates accuse
rum of dressing like Dylan Farnum from
the TV show "Teen Heart Street."
This annoys Doug, of course, since he
had been wearing the same khaki shorts,
white T-sliin and green sweater vest since
the series began.
The best moment is when he opens his
closet to prove to his friends that this is
what he's always worn. Hanging in the
closet are identical "Doug'' outfits, and his
friends simply reply that he has the
biggest Dylan Farnum collection.
A close second place in top cartoon
clothing lampshading goes to the "Rocko's
Modem Life" episode "Unbalanced Load.,
In the episode Rocko docs his laundry
which, of course, consists solely of blue
shirts with purple triangles. He also says
he's wearing his ''lucky" shirt which is
identical to the others in the laundry pile.
Cartuon characters have it so easy.
They find one look that works for them
and they rock the look until a reboot or
network change happens. What a life.
Contact Kyle at ,·harlotte.kyle@
murraystate.cdu.
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Annual festival satisfies community sweet tooth
Savannah Sawyer
Contributing writer
The temperature may have dropped but that
will not stop the community from going out to
the Murray Ice Cream Festival, today and Sat·
urday on the Court Square In downtown Mur·
ray. The evc,nt will feature activities for all ages
and, of course, free icc cream.
One of the main events this year is the
Scooper Bowl, sponsored by the Rotary Club
of Murray, University Book & Bean. Electric
96.9 and Willie 102.1. The event is scheduled
for 6 to 9 p.m. today.
Greg DeLancey, chairman of the Scoopcr
Bowl, said registered non-profit groups pay $25
to enter the contest. The contest involves the
groups making homemade icc cream in local
certified kitchens.
11w winning teams, chosen by the
public. will split up to $3,000 in prize
money, according to the icc cream festi·
val website, murrayicecreamfestival.com.
"Those who wish to cat icc cream
simply pay $5 for adults and $1 for children and can eat all the icc cream they
want," DeLancey said. "Attendees receive a
spoon and a ticket. Once they've sampled the
ice cream they vote for their favorite flavor or
their favorite charity.''
DeLancey, whose favorite flavor is rocky
road, said it is a friendly competition.
"We say all's fair in love and icc cream tast·
ing," he said.
According to the website, they raised a total
of $4,700 last year. After awarding prize money

to the winners. admission funds are split even·
ly among all participating organizations.
Deana Wright, director of Murray Main
Street, said eight organizations participated
last year and this year there are more than two
dozen participating.
"The only set goal for this year is to get more
participation from co'mmunity members to
help the non-profit organizations earn more
money:· Wright, whose favorite flavor is
chocolate mint, said.
During the Ice Cream Festival there will also
be a Cruise-In series sponsored by Top Gun
Car Show taking place from 4 to 9 p.m. today
on the Court Square in downtown Murray. The
Cruise-In is free for everyone and open to all
cars, trucks, motorcycles and tractors.
Other activities include games and inflata·
bles, which will take place from 5 to 10 p.m.
today and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday.
Today's other events include characters of
the "Star Wars" universe scheduled to be at the
festival taking photographs and greeting people from 6 to 10 p.m. as well as a free movie on
the square featuring "Return of the Jedi,"
which begins at 8 p.m.
Throughout the rest of day there will be
more events taking place. such as a NASCAR
Simulator, face painting, hair painting, climb·
ing wall and food.
Other activities for Saturday include a
climbing wall, NASCAR Simulator, face paint·
ing, free Purity icc cream offered from noon to
S p.m. and Ice Cream Idol from 1 to 5 p.m.
Contact Sawyer at ssawyer@murraystate.
edu.

What's your favorite ice cream flavor?

laura Apple. sophornort from Benton. Ky. ---~~

Neal Messer, Asststent profmor of modem fan9ua9es - - - - - - - Justin Woodward. senior from Hottywood, Fla.

'Vanilla with sprinkles.'

'Butler Pecan.'

'Plain vanilla.'
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studying abroad can be.
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